BATTERY INSTRUCTIONS
There are two types of batteries: autodraw (no button) & adjustable
temperature. The instructions below are for adjustable temperature batteries,
but also apply to autodraw batteries when steps 2, 3, and the button-related
instructions from step 4 are skipped.
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Attach
Cartridge
using a clockwise
motion until
secure. Do not
overtighten the
cartridge.

Unlock
Battery

Inhale
Medication
Hold down button
and breathe in for
2-3 seconds.
Release button
and exhale.
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Adjust Heat
by turning the dial
at bottom of the
pen. 2.5v to 3.5v is
the recommended
setting.

by pressing the
draw button with
five rapid clicks.
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CHARGING INFORMATION
Adjustable Temperature Batteries: A red blinking draw button indictes the
need for recharging. Charge until indicator button is green, around 30 min. It’s
best to charge using USB port, like a computer or car, not a USB block in the wall.
Autodraw Batteries: Charging indicator lights vary by model, but usually the
light either blinks or turns a different color to signal the need for charging.
Charge for 30 minutes in a USB port.

TIPS FOR ADJUSTABLE TEMPERATURE BATTERY USE:
• As you increase the heat setting, you increase the amount and the temperature
of vapor being produced.
• Lock the battery using five rapid clicks when it is not in use. This prevents the
battery from being accidentally turned on and product wasted.
• Press the draw button twice to enter preheat mode. This allows thicker oil to be
vaped more effectively. Preheat mode will not turn off until button is pressed.
Disclaimer: These statements have not been reviewed for accuracy by the FDA. As always, seek the advice of your physician or other qualified
health provider when considering trying a new treatment. Do not start or stop taking any medications without speaking to your doctor first.

